Germany, the United States and the United Kingdom in that measure, its percentage of international papers increased to 24% in 2016. And in journals included in the Nature Index, international collaborations make up just over 50% of its papers, see Onward and upward, page S40. Domestic collaboration remains a large contributor to China's high-quality science, driven mostly by interactions between institutions in megacities like Beijing, Shanghai and Nanjing. Intercity connections, page S44, profiles the research and collaboration of two smaller cities, whose pockets of high-quality research are at risk as the young and educated relocate to coastal cities for better opportunities.
Over the past two decades, China's scientific community has started to embrace open science, increasing its number of data repositories and open-access journals. But, strong policies and changes to academic culture are needed before science in the country can become fully open and transparent (page S62). Cultural change is also needed to boost participation in science communication among Chinese researchers (page S65).
The government's latest major science policy, known as World-Class 2.0, aims to develop, among other things, a group of globally competitive universities and first-class academic disciplines by the end of the decade, see Programmed to fulfill global ambitions, page S53. While this project aims to improve China's higher education system and reform some aspects of academic culture, it remains to be seen whether it can address systemic issues in higher education such as an over-emphasis on rankings and publishing papers in high-impact journals.
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